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Artnotes

Johannesburg is exploding with art! —
galleries and public spaces filled with the

work of creative artists from both within and

without South Africa; people going to or

coming from exhibitions, workshops, events,

conferences, being stimulated by new ideas

and sights; communities and individuals

identifying and expressing themselves;

statements being made and refuted; art and

artistic concerns being discussed in the

media on a scale not often experienced in

Africa.

For two months. March and April 95, the

Johannesburg City Council is hosting the

First Johannesburg Biennale under the

direction of Chns Till, previous Director of

our Zimbabwe National Gallery. Chris is

remembered above all for his public

relations, diplomacy, energy and drive,

qualities he will need to manage all the

activities taking place during the Biennale.

One columnist of the Weekly Mail and

Guardian suggested Chris be given a crash

helmet to protect him from further injury.

He already has a broken nose, courtesy of

one committee member!

The intent of this First Johannesburg

Biennale is to generate dynamic exchange

(preferably of an artistic nature!). To this

end, there will be exhibitions from 66

countnes, including Zimbabwe. Community

and individual identities are the central focus

with the diversity of artworks drawn

together through two main themes: 'Volatile

alliances' and 'Decolonising our minds'.

South Africa is seeking its new post-

apartheid artistic identity.

Cautious voices may say it is too soon, but

why wait? Whatever is seen, shown, said,

constitutes a beginning.

Reports say that organisation is chaotic, but

chaos is fertile ground. Order in disorder?

Mixture and flux generate individual

initiative.

The juxtaposition of various cultures and

individuals will, it is hoped, act as a catalyst

for discourse and action. A conference

entitled Bua! Emergent Voices, being held

from the 2nd to the 4th of March, will

discuss topics such as 'Re-defining cultural

identity in Post-Apartheid South Africa',

'Traditions and Modernism in Africa' and

'Re-definition of Afrocentnsm'. The latter

two topics are particularly applicable to us

here in Zimbabwe.

We have had 15 years to consider our

cultural identities. When a 'new' country

comes into existence, it carries with it its

cultural baggage from the past, and, as

reflected in this magazine, Zimbabwe

continues to struggle with the contlicts

between tradition and modernism, with the

issue of women's marginalisation, with the

various effects, good and bad, of the West's

influence on our artists and culture.

Forging an identity is never completed. As

Iris Murdoch puts it:

"...life... has an irritating way of

bumping and limping on, undoing

conversions, casting doubt on

solutions, and generally illustrating

the impossibility of living happily or

virtuously ever after.. I fell loo that I

might take this opportunity to tie up a

few loose ends, only of course loose

ends can never he properly tied, one is

alwaxs producing new ones. Time,

like the sea, unties all knots. Judg-

ments on people are neverfinal, they

emergefrom summings up which at

once suggest the need ofa reconsid-

eration. Human arrangements are

nothing but loose ends and hazy

reckoning, whatever art may other-

wise pretend in order to console us."

What art can do is capture and express the

knots, the loose ends, the hazy reckonings,

the various stages and insights along the

path of the society and the individual

towards identity.

Young Zimbabwean artists are confronting

traditions and conventions, finding and

sharing their own interpretations of Zimba-

bwe's 'human arrangements' (see pages 3-6

and 20-21). Zimbabwean women are

making their presence felt in art, though

there are more than loose ends to tie up (see

pages 9-12). Black and white Africans are

speaking out against the West's narrow

vision of our identities, forcing them to

reconsider their 'summings up' and 'judg-

ments' (see pages 7-8).

What Zimbabwe's contribution to the

Johannesburg Biennale (see pages 13-16)

does show is that our society is recognising

the richness of diversity, the importance of

open-mindedness and tolerance, and the role

of art in extending our understanding of both

ourselves and of each other

The Biennale presents us with a wide

platform, opportunities to learn, and

hopefully, many Zimbabweans will be able

to go South to benefit from the experience.

We may not have the money and the

resources to stage such a show, but Zimba-

bwe has many creative and energetic

individuals, and a society can only grow

when its individuals do.

Here is a list of some of the exhibitions that

will be part of the Biennale:

Johannesburg Art Gallery Installations : site

specific works within the gallery by

contemporary South African artists

San/Bushman A rt. Past and Present

Taking Liberties — The Body Politic :

preoccupations with the human body

Objects of Defiance/Spaces of Contempla-

tion : women's experiences of the world

Volatile Colonies : a fundamental challenge

to Western aesthetics

SpaceA Dis )place : the physical and ideologi-

cal limits of sculpture

Mamelodi Today, Mamelodi Tomorrow :

celebrating a community through music, art,

dance and performance

Windows, Doors and Bridges : Soweto

murals

Kopano : artists working on the boundaries

of tribal traditions and urbanised westernisa-

tion

FcLx Project : artworks faxed from all over

the world

Jobs, Journeys, Jo 'burg : trekkers, migrants,

borders, dislocation and identity fashioned

through movement

My Area : photographic insights into diverse

people's lives

Beyond Boundaries : a workshop of street

art

Africa Earthed : bridging the contradictions

and divisions in South African ceramics

Katlehong Art Centre : larger than life wire

figures with moving parts

Arches, Murals and Trees : installations in

public spaces

Mobile Art Gallery : a bus running work-

shops at various stops between Newtown

and Soweto

International Print Exchange : dialogues

across cultural and geographic boundaries

by 44 international and South African artists

It is a pity that publicity and information

about the events and exhibitions have not

been fuller and more timely in Zimbabwe.

However for those who cannot take part, in

the next issue of Gallery, we hope to bring

news, views and reviews of the Biennale and

of how Zimbabwe's art scene and our artists

stand by comparison.

The Editor



Art historian, Olive Maggs, considers the work

of four young Zimbabwean artists

Beaton
Matekenya
Meque
Sibanda

Changing
A few years ago, if you had asked anyone to tell you what was happening in the art

world in Zimbabwe the answer would most probably have been about recent work by

'Shona' sculptors. Now, in 1995, we see the beginnings of a new chapter in the story of

Zimbabwean art, inventive and exciting developments in painting by two already

recognised painters, Luis Meque and Fasoni Sibanda, and innovatory use of subject and

materials in sculpture by Keston Beaton and Crispen Matekenya.

All of these artists have exhibited at both Gallery Delta and the National Gallery.

However, when their work appeared together in November 1994 in the Gallery Delta

show entitled 'New Directions', there was no mistaking the strength of this new

generation of Zimbabwean artists. Each one of these artists' work shows a desire for

truth and sincerity, both in the approach to subject and to the materials and medium used.

There is a definite change of mood in this new generation of artists: an expenmental

attitude towards technique and materials; a self-conscious liberation from their cultural

or artistic conventions. Their work shares a dependence on the impact of ordinary

moments taken from everyday life and has a capacity for immense vision.

Let us take a closer look at these four artists who could herald the start of a new phase in

the history of Zimbabwean art.

Crispen Matekenya lives in Karoi and was a BAT
Workshop student in the late 1980s. He has spent some

years since then experimenting in sculpture using mainly

stone and wood. His present work appears in an unusual

wood from the Mutsamvi tree which he works semi-

smooth, leaving a certain amount of scratched

surface. He then covers it with a layer of red

polish, giving an interesting burnished quality.

Colour is used sparingly here and there to

give added life. His subjects are taken from

everyday life: The Hoer. The Sadza Eaters. The

Musician. The Dancers II. The Dugout. They are lively, humor-

ous, vigorous, and each one, hugely entertaining. Matekenya

describes his preference for working in this particular wood as

a desire to search for the subject and the form through the

material. He says:

"Stone is like mealie meal. You can only cook sadza.

When you use wood, you must use your mind. Without

the creativity you cannot make anything."

We can interpret this as an infinitely modernist

attitude to art. Quality in art depends not only on the

raw matenals, but on the imagination with which they are handled. Further, that art may

lie as much in the thought process which it excites as in the appearance of the piece

itself. This is the key to Matakenya's work, the essence of which is a sense of move-

ment, which the artist insists comes from the wood itself, and his ability to recognise

form combined with a sense of fun — his work makes one smile each time one sees the

piece, and that is an achievement!

Crispen Matekenya,

The Musician,

The Dancers II,

1994, approx 150cm
X 150 cm, wood



Art has been the subject of more

experimentation worldwide in the last

twenty years than in almost any other

period. Preconceptions have been

questioned and overturned; new

media, in addition to new materials,

have been pioneered. Keston

Beaton's assemblages of various

readymade objects can either amuse,

for example, Mhira Typewriter, or

shock. Rarely do they create any

aesthetic emotion. Historically they

derive from the readymades of Marcel

Duchamp, the French Dada artist of

the early years of this century and

later, from the well-known assem-

blages of Picasso, using actual objects

and raw scrap materials to make three-dimensional constructions.

Beaton's assemblages relate to this tradition yet his constructions are

not created through revolutionary fervour but seem more motivated

by nostalgia. There is something very comforting about his con-

structions. Benniood Harp, and The King's Harp. The familiar

materials used, such as pieces of scrap iron, steel wire, bolts and

screws, convincingly come to life with a new personality. Although

something of their ongin still remains, they have been transformed,

challenging our understanding of the identity of everyday life.

Keston Beaton,

Mbira Typewriter,

1994, approx 28cm x 20cm,

found materials

Fasoni Sibanda attended the BAT
Workshop in the early 1990s. His work

has appeared in Gallery Delta as well as in

Zimbabwe Heritage Exhibitions 1992,

1993 and 1994; in the latter, he received

the Overall Award for Distinction in

Painting. Sibanda lives and works in

Zengeza, taking his subjects from the

busy, colourful environment of Zengeza

and Seke. His subject matter, centred as it

is on human existence and values, possibly places him unconsciously

following the tradition of those imaginative innovators of modernism

— artists like Seurat, Van Gogh and the young Picasso.

Sibanda sees himself as a witness, an observer of life. His works

include subjects such as Zengeza Market and Consulting the Elders.

However, to interpret his paintings as mere representations of life

would be to only superficially touch the subject. Firewood Gather-

ers is a painting entirely in this mode, a familiar image from

anywhere in the country, but the quiet strength of the processional

Staffer Ceiling

Fasoni Sibanda,

Firewood Gatherers,

1994, 85cm X 99cm,

mixed media (left)

Fasoni Sibanda,

Zengeza Martlet,

1994, 65cm x 47cm,

mixed media (above)



figures and the sense of atmosphere in

this painting suggest something else.

They remind us of Van Gogh's words in

one of his letters to his brother, "all reality

is at the same lime symbolic."

Using thick brushwork and heavily

applied paint throughout his large figure

compositions, Sibanda combines figures

and surroundings, and so applies the same

sentiment to the landscape as to the

figures. His use of colour is uninhibited;

his brushstrokes plainly visible on the

surface. There is a feeling of confidence

and freedom to improvise in his use of

bold colours and forms Although he

would be the first to say he was still

experimenting, Sibanda has already

achieved an impressive style and we

should expect further developments

from this forward looking artist.

Luis Meque is Mozambican by birth and attended the BAT Work-

shop in the late 1980s. Since then his painting career has gone from

strength to strength. He is at present arguably the artist with the

most uniquely recognisable style in Zimbabwe. He has shown his

work in a number of Gallery Delta group shows and in the Zimba-

bwe Heritage Exhibitions of 1988, 1989, 1992, 1993 and 1994,

having obtained the Overall Award for Distinction in Painting in

1993. In 1994, he had solo exhibitions at Gallery Delta and at the

National Gallery which also holds a number of his works in its

Luis Meque,
The Guard, 1994,

69cm X 87cm,

mixed media (left)

Luis Meque,
/ Love You,

1994, 68cm x 85cm,

mixed media (below)

permanent collection. What is it about the

work of this artist that is so special?

Walking into a room of Meque's work is

like walking into a room where everyone is

involved in private conversations. You

intrude into a claustrophobic world of

personal involvement, of subjective

emotionalism. Meque often takes his

subjects from the world of the nightclub,

the beerhall or the street comer. There is no

explicit message, no drama. His figures,

painted in bright colours, emerge out of the

darkness of their background, and are

caught in a timeless, motionless state. This

is further emphasised by the total absence

of background, perspective and detail,

leaving a crude composition with a rugged

and unrefined touch.

Paintings such as Meque's The Guard take a hold of one. They

demand your attention because something intense is taking place.

The detail, however, never becomes clear. Jaggers, the mid-

twentieth century British sculptor said, "Exaggeration and modifica-

tion are the prerogative oflhe creative artist." Meque understands

that one of the most important aspects of an expressionist's .style is

created by using striking outline and form. Subordinate forms, that

might undermine the overall impact, are removed.

Meque also has the ability to choose subjects that one instinctively

feels matter hugely. This may result from a deep emotional



Keston Beaton,

Bentwood Harp,

1994, 87cm x 63cm,
found materials

involvment with the content of his paintings. He has not found it

easy to settle here in Zimbabwe. He says, "Life was loughfor me."

He speaks of problems he has with close relationships, there is a

sense of loneliness, of alienation. . .
"/ paint about love." Certainly

we see this as a recurrent theme in works like / Love You and

Girlfriend. Perhaps it is the sense of being apart from the crowd that

has enabled Meque to develop such an individual and expressive

style with immense vision.

Claes Oldenburg said that to give birth to a form is the only act of

man that has any consequence. If this is true, Meque has accom-

plished nothing less than a vision of indigenous people that stays

fixed permanently in the mind, encompassing both the colour and

the culture of the country. When I eventually leave this country, it

will be Luis Meque's vision of Zimbabwe that I will take with me.

Of all the art produced at the present time here in Zimbabwe, the

work of Crispen Matekenya, Keston Beaton, Fasoni Sibanda

and Luis Meque must be some of the most representative of the

new spirit in the country. How is it that these four artists display

a readiness to experiment, consciously searching for a new

language, discarding the conventions of modernism in art here to

date?

Looking for something that they all share in common we

find their training at the BAT Workshop. Meque. Beaton

and Matekenya were at the

workshop in the late 1980s,

Sibanda in the early 199()s. One

of the workshop's early tutors

was Paul Wade from England, a

rebel by temperament, who

brought with him ideas from his art

school training in Britain. At the BAT
Workshop, he created an environment which

•^

encouraged students to experiment with

matenals, introduced them to the work of

modem European artists, and helped them to

extend their subject matter beyond the myths

and legends so popular with 'Shona' sculp-

tors. Wade himself, as a non-Zimbabwean,

was free from the cultural heritage carried

consiously or unconsciously by the students he taught. He was a

liberating as well as an inspirational example to those he taught and

to the foundation and development of the workshop in the midst of

the conformist and conventional nature of Zimbabwean culture.

Such evolution and progression is nothing new to Africa. In 1989,

Frank Willet wrote:

"African art has always been subject to change, and it

appears that this rale has accelerated during the present

century, due to the ever increasing influx of Western ideas and

technology."

Regrettably this has led to many of the old African ways of life being

forgotten. But it has been said that the second half of the twentieth

century is proving to be a penod of artistic renaissance for Afnca.

Beaton, Matekenya, Meque and Sibanda are going through a stage of

varied explorations, excited by the art of other countries, rather as

European artists were stimulated by African and Oceanic art at the

beginning of this century. Surely this cannot be regarded as a

fatalistic situation, but rather as a natural evolution. The art of

Zimbabwe is changing direction. These artists are now

^ being absorbed into the international world of

^^^s<^^^ modern art, which itself owes some of its

j
^^*^^»_^ j^ character to the stimulus of traditional

"^
^^'i African art. It seems the wheel

has come full circle. What is

important is that, in lime.

these artists can assimilate

the artistic traditions of their

ancestors into their art and that

their work finds patronage more with the

people of Zimbabwe than with visiting

patronage as it is at present.

Crispen Matekenya,

The Dugout, 1994,

102cm X 59cm, wood
Slofff Gelling



The labelling of 'ethnic' art was the focus of a conference

attended and summarised here by Murray McCartney

The unspoken tyranny :

looking South from Norway
"There are two alternating and yet complemen-

tary pulsations in our centurx's involvement

with primitive societies and the idea of the

primitive: a rhetoric ofcontrol, in which

demeaning colonialist tropes get modified only

slightly over lime: and a rhetoric of desire,

ultimately more interesting, which implicates

'us ' in the 'them ' we try to conceive as the

Other
"

(Marianna Torgovnick, Gone Primitive: Savage

Intellects, Modem Lives. Chicago, 1990)

On the face of it, Oslo is an unlikely place in which to

find a debate about the arts of Africa. Norway has no

colonial history, only a modest number of immigrants

from the continent, and a cultural inclination to look

West and East as much as it looks South.

Enter Langton Masunda, from Bulawayo. Masunda

arrived in Oslo six years ago to study economics, and

stayed on; for the past two years he has been running

the Galleri African Heritage, an enterprise which

introduces art from Africa to Norwegians through its

programme of exhibitions, and its changing stock of

paintings and sculpture. The responses have been

mixed. One of the big frustrations for Masunda has

been the continuing public tendency to lump the art of

Africa into a strait-jacket of exotic separate-ness.

Contemporary shows are disregarded unless the work

fits into the ethnic stereotypes which have been

fashioned by European conceit and international

tourism.

In an effort to lift the veil from Norwegian eyes,

Masunda organised, in October last year, an interna-

tional conference, 'Ethnic'An in a Multicultural

World. Speakers from Zimbabwe, Zambia, Tanzania

and the USA, as well as Norv/ay, addressed an

enthusiastic audience of artists, teachers, and curators.

"Art history is peculiar in its function as a

master narrative, not only in that it isfundamen-

tal in its recognition and legitimation of art with

a capital A, but that it seems to be the only

discourse (unlike the discourse of literature or

science) which protects its Western territory so

rigidly that we find hardly any exception to its

Eurocentric rules.
"

The words are from Rasheed Araeen, in his catalogue

introduction to The Other Story: Afro-Asian Artists in

Post-war Britain, an exhibition held in London's

Hayward Gallery in 1989. They were echoed at the

conference by Norwegian anthropologist. Thomas

Hyland Eriksen, who focused on the myths which the

colonial context sustains, and on the dilemmas of

authenticity which face artists from the non-

hegemonic comers of the globe.

"The power of the colonial view of the world is

greater than that ofmoney; changing that view,

is harder than nationalising the sugar mills.
"

Eriksen gave the example of Phillis Wheatley. the

mneteenth century slave poet. Owned in Boston, she

wrote sonnets in the Shakespearean style and no-one

believed that she could have done them herself The

issue went to court, and when she had passed the 'test'

to prove her bona fides, the immediate response was:

"Well, she may have written them, but they

aren 't authentic. Where are the calls for the

wilderness of the forests? She's imitating the

white man!
"

So, suggested Eriksen, such artists have to deal with

the culturally specific, so that we can regard it as

unreal and exotic. The 'authentic' is everything that

we are not, or would like to pretend that we are not. It

is linked in turn to the 'myth of primilivism', that

benevolent structuralist fiction built around those

artists whose thought is not domesticated by writing

and education, and who bring an 'original freshness'

to their work. As long as the pnmitive stays primitive,

he's not a threat, and doesn't have to be ranked; he can

be admired from afar, and provide material for dreams.

Harare galleries and dealers, some operating as far

afield as California, are not alone in buttressing the

thesis by their use of 'ethnicity' and 'naivety' as

marketing endorsements.

Concerning the strategic response of contemporary

artists to the dilemma of ethnic pigeon-holing, Eriksen

agreed with the suggestion that they might take a leaf

out of the book of the women's movement, which used

the canon of 'women's art' out of pohtical necessity.

He referred to immigrants in Europe using their status

self-consciously in the early years of assimilation; and

to the Swami people of northern Norway using their

own language as a tactical assertion of national

identity. People who fight colonialism, he argued,

cannot be post-colonial before they have been anti-

colonial. As the Mozambican artist, Luis Meque,

wrote recently;
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Hilary Kashiri,

After Work, 1993,

acrylic on paper.

Primitive,

exotic,

or

an expression of

contemporary
African reality?

"By living in the ghetto I became a painter. I am
black. Ifeel black. I paint black and my art is

black.

"

An instructive parallel to colonial inythologising was

presented by Eugene Metcalf, in his paper on Ameri-

can Outsider art. Outsider art is done by people who

are without the social or cultural power to define what

they do as 'art'. In 1945, French artist Jean Debuffet

discovered a new kind of primitive art. Searching for

forms to free him from the established social and

aesthetic norms, for an art disconnected from civilised

artifice and imposed traditions, Debuffet found, in

Swiss mental hospitals, the raw and seemingly

uncontaminated materials he sought.

Looking beyond aesthetics, it is necessary to review

the way that 'otherness' is used by people to define

and legitimate their own boundaries: the 'other' can

only exist as being codified by the 'insider', and so it

is to the 'insider' that we must look.

Tourism, for example, provides a model for this, in its

establishment of a relationship between insiders and

outsiders. The over-civiliscd and repressive nature of

contemporary northern society, has made the preserva-

tion of other people and places something of a modem
mission. Tounsts use and control people and places,

just as cultural insiders define normality and deviancy.

Both have power Mass tourism and its support

institutions first developed at the turn of this century,

at roughly the same time the modem idea of the

'other' was emerging through the development and

professionalisation of anthropology.

The development of both anthropology and tourism

was prompted, in part, by the emerging belief that the

progress of modemity had come at a terrible cost. One

consequence of this has been the enshrinement of

'wildemess' areas in Africa; another has been the

development of the market for meretricious (often

called 'artistic') souvenirs, those false symbolic

objects which indemnify the tourist for having been

cut off from an authentic experience of the world,

from physical contact with other human beings.

African painting in a European idiom, for instance, has

little place in this universe.

Nor are definitions of 'other' based only on geographi-

cal distance; they also relate to distance in time.

Development, for instance, proceeds from the

pnmiiive to the civilised; cultural advancement stands

in contradistinction to something 'further back in

time'. Insiders do not study these categories, they

speak in terms of them. The 'outsider' and 'primitive'

are epistemological constructs: we think of the

concept, and then impwse it on others.

Metcalf invoked the history of black painting in

America to amplify his thesis. Having more or less

conformed to white aesthetic models at the turn of the

century, it created more powerful and creative images

of blacks in the Harlem Renaissance which coincided

with the urban migration of the 1920s and 30s. The

more recent development of 'new black art' still

defines blacks as outsiders, and allows group self-

definition by those who regard people of colour as

'other'.

This symbolic inversion— in which group member-

ship is defined not by shared characteristics, but by the

unshared characteristics of others— is, Metcalf

argues, 'a tyranny never spoken or discussed" . If

exhibitions such as the Zimbabwe Heritage have made

tentative steps in the direction of opening a debate,

they will make little serious progress until the issue is

tackled in a more intellectually self-conscious way.

Langton Masunda had been moved to convene the

conference by his unresolved feelings of uneasiness: at

the limited knowledge of Africa demonstrated by the

people he meets in Oslo; at the caution of clients when

presented with art which falls outside their stereotyped

views of how African art should look; at the arrogance

and limited vision occasionally shown by those

responsible for organising 'official' exhibitions of

non-European art in Norway. The initiative was

praised by those who lamented the absence of much

post-colonial discourse in Norway. But the country's

generally progressive development policies, and its

freedom from the taints of imperial adventurism, were

not enough to exempt it from the broader charges

which the debate inspired. Thomas Erik.sen quoted

from a press review of Vikram Seth's award-winning

novel, A Suitable Boy. which found it "funny that an

Indian has written such a long book in English "

.

Langton Masunda, and the visual arts of the South, are

not alone in their struggle. If the conference came up

with no answers, it was because it was set no ques-

tions. What it did offer to those present, however, was

an outline of the historical and political contexts

within which the labelling of ethnic art takes place. Art

is always pt)litical: what is 'beautiful' always has to do

with who's doing it, and who has power.



Art can

ignore,

support

or fight

society's

stereotypes.

Pip Curling examines

the images of women
created by Zimbabwe's

^ women artists

,;|WQmen
V I *dfe'the
body politic

It is a great pity that it is

necessary for the National

Gallery to host the Longman

Women Visual Artists Exhibi-

tion. The pity is not the

exhibition itself but its implied

stigma of separatism. One

annual acknowledgement of

women artists as specifically

separate from the main body of

artists only further serves to

isolate women as different

from the mainstream of

cultaral expression.

The Longman exhibition has

no particular agenda other than

the gender of the artists. For

the sensitive viewer, however,

many of the works on the

second Longman exhibition,

held in August 1994, carry a

hidden agenda of women's

attitudes towards themselves,

their bodies and their relation-

ship towards society. When a

woman artist makes a work in

which she represents women,

she does so with the burden of

knowledge of the stereotypical

images of women.

Women's bodies are the single

most used and exposed objects

in the media and the visual

arts. Contemporary news

magazine photographs

represent 'third world' women

as Ignorant, poor, uneducated,

tradition-bound, domestic and

victimised. Western women,

whose bodies adorn advertis-

ing campaigns, are displayed

as sensual, overtly aggressive

or submissively passive,

provocative and, above all,

available. What binds all these

images of women together is a

sociological sameness in that

they reflect and represent

men's greed and power. A
Somali woman offering her

empty, sagging breast to her

emaciated child is as much a

sacrificial victim as is her

western counterpart, the

half-starved, etiolated model

whose body spread-eagles the

sleek lines of an expensive

motor car in the pages of a

glossy magazine. Enshrined in

the collective psyche of

humankind is the belief that

women are physical bodies

destined to be little more than

breeding machines. Pregnancy

and childbirth make women's

bodies vulnerable. Marriage

renders them marketable.

One of the favourite subjects

for Zimbabwe stone sculptors

is 'Mermaid' (a dangerous

being who seduces young girls

into rivers and transforms them

into witches), another is 'Shy

Girl' (a pathetic creature who

hides her face from the world).

In the West, the female nude

has a long history of exposure.

Imaged as goddess or idealised
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Colleen Madamombe,
Shy Bride,

1994, serpentine

Danielle Deudney,
The Queens of Infinite Space

(detail), 1994, colour photo
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beauty, the nude has been, in

fact, nothing more than a

sexual object to titillate the

desires of men.

It is no surpnse that women
artists either circumvent the

problem of facing their own
bodies by painting landscapes;

or they perpetuate traditional

stereotypes about themselves.

For example, paintings on the

Longman exhibition such as

Wood at Dusk, Summertime,

Winter Afternoon at Home and

Garden Statue are works about

aesthetically pleasing visual

escapism. Not that it is

necessarily a bad thing to want

to escape, nor that the work is

less worthy for being pleasur-

able rather than didactic. If

women artists choose to

turn away and seek what is

pleasant rather than confront

what can be painful, they have

an inalienable right to do so.

Conversely, Luness Mhlope's

paintings, /4 Woman Suffers

and A Woman Carries a

Burden, perpetuate the image

of women as helpless and do

not encourage the woman
viewer to re-image herself as

able to overcome her suffenng

and her burdens. These works

tread old well-worn paths

without taking the initiative to

break new ground.

Some women artists disclose a

personal commitment to

exposing the myths which

have held women captive;

others celebrate the essential

femaleness of women's bodies.

Colleen Madamombe's large

stone sculpture, SIty Bride, is a

restatement of the popular

theme. The bride hides her

face with her hands and

exposes her buttocks. She is

adorned by her hair and her

skirt. Her legs, hidden beneath

the skirt, are truncated and

useless. The skirt is both a

garment and a restnction to

movement. These legs will

never walk; the bride is held

captive in the cage of her own
adornment.

In her triptych. Tlie Queens of

Infinite Spacei 1 ), Danielle

Deudney examines the

possibility of fantasy as a way
of dealing with the plethora of

photographs of women. Her

'Queens' are crowned with

eggshells, roses and glass. But

they are blinded by the same

stuff as their crowns are made

of

The title of Mollier Going to

the Clinic with Three Children

by Cecilia Chitemo is suffi-

ciently informative for there to

be no doubt as to the subject of

the work. Her three children

are all very young. Two are

carried on their mother's back.

This woman is literally a child-

bearer We don't know why
she is going to the clinic. We
wonder if she is going for

family planning advice or if



Cecilia Chitemo,

Mother Going to the Clinic

with Three Children,

1994, textile sculpture

Bulelwa Madekurozva,
Self Portrait, ^994, o\\

this is a routine visit. Are the

children ill? Whatever the

reason for her journey we

know she is a mother and her

strong upright body supports

her children. Her breasts,

although hidden by her blouse,

are nevertheless carefully and

meticulously modelled with an

attention to detail that makes

this work all the more poign-

ant.

The young woman behind her

guitar in Bulelwa

Madekurozva's Self Portiailil)

is enigmatic. Her gaze is

confrontational. The ghost of

her alter-ego stares, wild-eyed,

over her shoulder. This is not

an idealisation of the self It is

an exploration of an individual

into her own psyche.

Madekurozva takes a long,

cool, objective look at herself.

The viewer looks at the artist.

The experience is not voyeunst

so much as unsettling in its

invitation to women to seize

the courage to examine

themselves with the same

unrelenting detachment.

/ am Not the One by Joan

Dunstan (not illustrated) is

about women abandoned by

the fathers of their children.

The unborn child is exposed in

the womb of its mother as its

father disappears off stage.

This work is about the

immutable fact that women
are, literally, left holding the

baby. It is about denial of

responsibility for paternity. Its

statement, like the stark black

and white of the image, is clear

and unequivocal. In Phillipa

Browne's Pregnant in the

Plough (not illustrated), a full

frontal, nude, pregnant, female

figure, is a similarly premedi-

tated, unambiguous comment.

Female Harp (see Caller,- no.

1 page 20) by Semina Mpofu,

on the other hand, suggests an

allegory on women's sexuality.

The musical instrument, lying

supine, is passive and silent

until roused by the hand of

man. (The mbira is the

instrument traditionally played

by men) The female 'body' in

this work IS a rhythmically

curved, smooth piece of stone.

At the base of the body, the

half sphere is a metaphor for

womb that envelops the harp

whose keys hint at pubic hair.

There are many possible

interpretations of Female

Harp. 1 have offered only one,

informed by a particular and

personal bias. When art

proffers ambiguities of

imagery it invites the viewer to

engage in a dialogue to reveal

its possible meaning.

Mary Davies' Giants and the

Lone Woolf is a Western pun

on a name, which the literate

viewer will immediately

associate with the title of

Edward Albee's play. Who's

Afraid of Virginia Woolf.
11



Mary Davies,

Giants and the Lone Woolf,

1994, mixed media

12

Woolf, the token woman, joins

the 'giants' of politics, science

and letters. She is one of the

important role-models for

modem feminists and is most

remembered for her call for

every woman to have "a room

of one's own". Hence the key-

holes in the work are a double

entendre, they remind us of

that room and are also the

means by which a male voyeur

might peep at bodies of

women as they dress and

undress. In the lower half of

the work, the shapes of the

key-holes become the faceless

heads of women whose

identities have been lost by

men's distorted writing of their

history.

Women's bodies have a history

of being dangerous when

exposed in any way. Jewish

law allowed a man to divorce

his wife if she appeared in

public with her hair uncovered.

St Paul told the early Chris-

tians that any woman who

came to church bareheaded

should have her head shaved.

Tenullian, a father of the

Christian church said, in the

third century, "The bloom

of a virgin 'sface is responsible

for the fall of angels and ought

to be kept shaded when it has

cast stumbling blocks even as

far as heaven" Buddha

declared the body of a woman
to be "filthy and not a vessel

for the law". At the University

of Zimbabwe, in 1993, male

students attacked a young

woman because her skirt was,

in their estimation, too short

for their idea of decency. Her

exposed legs were offensive to

them.

Women, whose bodies are

exposed to public debate and

control, but whose lives are

hidden in the private domestic-

ity of the home, have learned

to speak furtively about

themselves. Other women
have the power to turn the key

in the locked door so that

women's stones will be seen,

heard and interpreted.

Adnenne Rich says:

"Either you will

go through this door

or you will not go

through.

Ifyou go through

there is always the risk

of remembering your

Notes

1 Ttiese photograplis were not on the

I-ongman Exhibition They were on the

Ziinbabwe Heritage Exhibition

2 This work was not part of the

l.onpm.'in Exhibition but was exhibited

at the National Gallery's Polytechnic

Students" Show.



"....what we see here is an active demonstration

of the return to Africa

of the African artistic initiative

and Afrocentrism expressed

in a language that can generate interest

for the rest of the world.
"

Thakor Patel,

Untitled, 1994,

poster colour

Towards an integrative source;

Art Zimbabwe
Curator, Doreen Sibanda,

writes about the Zimbabwean exhibition

at the Johannesburg Biennale

13



Last year I was invited to curate an exhibition of Zimbabwean art for the First

Johannesburg Biennale, scheduled to run from the end of February through to

the 30th of April this year. The exhibition is being conceptualised around two

broad and inter-related themes and curators were invited to respond to these

themes in any way they wished. The two themes are 'Volatile alliances' and

'Decolonising our mmds'.

My original intention was to put together a collection of works in which the

artists' images depicted races and cultures other than their own. Such an

emphasis on race would be quite natural in Zimbabwe, where artists from

different races and cultures have co-existed in a potentially volatile state for

many years. My motivation was, more specifically, urged on by recent

indications of some disquiet amongst the races.

Helen Lieros,

Three Aspects of Man (triptych),

1995, pen, ink & wash

To the contrary, what has emerged from my examination of the work being

produced is the fact that most artists are drawing from the same source— that

of the dominant cultural and social reality of Zimbabwe today.

It should be pointed out that artistically the colonial period in Zimbabwe was

marked by few white artists that drew inspiration from Africa, and those that

did, confined their work to broad and rugged landscape and abstract paintings.

At the same time, most of the early black artists strove to imbibe Western

perceptions of what African artists should be, and were content to produce non-

controversial work with a strong portrayal of the tnbesman image.

Since the mid-eighties, there has been a steady and strong move towards a

more integrated perception of the dominant environment, culture and aesthet-

ics, brought about mainly by an increase in communication amongst the artists,

the mushrooming of art training facilities for African artists, and the participa-

tion by cross-sections of artists in practical residential art workshop situations.

Thus, my collection is a representation of recent work by prominent black and

white artists of Zimbabwe, in an attempt to underline their increasingly

innovative handling of materials, their preoccupation with local African

phenomena, and to gauge the extent to which, as a result of several years of a

multi-cultural environment with its acculturative and internationalising effect,

the work is now moving towards a more integrated source — the specific

source of Zimbabwe.

14



Gone are the works of anger and of urgency that featured prominently in the

years immediately following independence, and although it is still possible to

discern the individual artist's own history, experiences and preferences in the

works, it is clear that all the artists, especially the white artists, are no longer

looking to the n.jtropolitan centres to provide their direction. Instead what we

see here is an active demonstration of the return to Africa of the African artistic

initiative and Afrocentrism expressed in a language that can generate interest

for the rest of the world.

The stone sculptors that have been singled out for inclusion in the exhibition

have surpassed the limitations that the worid-wide success of the Shona

sculpture movement has produced. These mclude Mukomberanwa and Nkomo.

The more innovative and expenmental sculptors are represented by Gutsa,

Muzondo and Jack , who move towards a more personalised and ambiguous

image.

Works by long-standing painters Patel, Mukarobgwa, Curling, Bickle and

Lieros, reveal an interesting selection of ideas from the wealth of African

mythology, cultural idiosyncrasies and material symbols that are finely tuned to

their temperaments and experiences, while the new generation of young African

painters is represented by artists Luis Meque and Fasoni Sibanda, both of

whom engage in a broad handling of contemporary and urban issues.

vii

Berry Bickle,

T for Tears and African Alphabet,

1994, mixed media

15



Richard Jack,

Listening to the Wind,

1994, serpentine & steel

(below left)

Adam Madebe,
Quartet, 1994, stainless

& mild steel

(below right)
Art Zimbabwe

works to be included in the exhibition at the First Johannesburg Biennale

Berry Bickle, T for Tears, 198cm x 139cm, mixed media Berry Bickle, African Alphabet, 192cm x 137cm,

mixed media Pip Curling, Portrait of Juliana, 91cm x 81cm, oil Pip Curling, Interior, Borrowdale, 202cm

X 107cm, oil Tapfuma Gutsa, Tfie Suitcase, 152cm x 130cm, wood &

steel Richard Jack, Time to Share, 52cm x 50cm, stone, wood, wool,

steel & reeds Richard Jack, Listening to the Wind, 65cm x 31 cm, stone

& steel Helen Lieros, Lobola, 100cm x 87cm, mixed media Helen

Lieros, Black/White Rider, 108cm x 87cm, mixed media Helen Lieros,

N'anga's Dream, 158cm x 124cm, mixed media Helen Lieros, Three

Aspects of Man (triptych), 67cm x 61cm 61cm x 44cm (2), pen, ink &

wash Adam Madebe, Quartet, 197cm x 115cm, stainless steel & mild

steel Luis Meque, Social Life, 109cm x 83cm, mixed media Luis

Meque, Lovers, 109cm x 83cm, mixed media Luis Meque, Violence in

Mukarobgwa,

Mukarobgwa,

ij Thomas

the Street, 109cm x 83cm, mixed media Thomas

Receiving the Breath, 112cm x 91.5cm, oil Thomas

We Came Across - Let's We Talk, 112cm x 91.5cm, oil

Mukarobgwa, The Life Figure in the Country, 112cm x

Nicholas Mukomberanwa Watching, approx 46cm x

Joseph Muzondo, Looking Beyond the Year 2000,

serpentine, metal & copper Taylor Nkomo, A Dream,

springstone Thakor Patel, Untitled I, 87cm x 56cm,

Thakor Patel, Untitled II, 87cm x 56cm, poster paint

Untitled III, 64cm x 53cm, poster paint Fasoni Sibanda,

76cm, mixed media Fasoni Sibanda, L/nf/f/ed, 84cm x

I i

16
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20cm, stone

153cm x 37cm,

-, 68cm X 50cm,
8«

poster paint

Thakor Patel,

Kumusha, 99cm x

61cm, mixed media

Stnffer Gelling
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Workshops are a problematic but essential part of the

African art scene. Stephen Williams writes about the

Thapong International Artists' Workshop in Botswana.

American sculptor,

Fritz Buenher, at worl<

outside the yellow tent

South African artist,

Sophia Ainslie, talks

about her work
I

Most people north of the Tati know

Mahalapye only as a bend in the Great

North Road or a blur of low dusty build-

ings glimpsed from a moving car or tram

window. But, in terms of art, the town has

recently gained significance as the new

home of the Thapong International Artists'

Workshop.

The formative years of Thapong (1989 -

1991) were in Kanye, a small town in the

south west of the country on the edge of

'the great thirst', the Kalahari Desert.

However, since 1992, the workshop has

been held on an annual basis at the

Kanamo Centre, which nestles several

kilometres off the main road along the

northern bank of the Mhalatswe River, a

river in the true Botswana sense— a broad

expanse of sand which stores its water

below its surface as protection against the

intense heat.

A large yellow marquee has over the years

become the heart of the workshop. Used to

accommodate the painters, and the scene of

unting spiders of the yellow tent

0M

1
Nharo San artist,

Thame Kaashe,
at Thapong,
1994

many memorable extramural events over

the year, the yellow tent has now become

part of Thapong folklore. Apart from

being intensely hot, the tent acts as a

massive yellow filter which does bizarre

things to the tonalities of the paintings

being created inside it. Reds, yellows and

oranges which appear almost fluourescent

when applied often die when taken outside

into the reality of daylight.

An analogous problem occurs at the

Triangle Workshop in Pine Plains, New
York, where painters work in old wooden

bams which cast a dull brown light over

their paintings.

The condition of light affects the way in

which we see things. In Africa, the sua

bleaches out colour and forms harsh, dark

shadows. The way in which light trans-

forms objects and affects colour has long

fascinated artists. In essence, light was the
17
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subject matter of Impressionist painters

such as Monet who strove to record the

effects of changing light in his series of

Haystacks and Rouen Cathedral. Gauguin

described shadows as the trompe I'oeil of

the sun. What effect then does a brown bam
in the USA or a yellow tent in Africa have

on the development of our contemporary

oeuvre?

Such considerations aside, other day to day

hazards at Thapong mclude persistent

swarms of mosquitoes, huge kamikaze

rhinoceros beetles, scorpions and fleets of

huntmg spiders. Overseas visitors are

particularly fascinated by the latter which,

attracted by the projected light dunng night

slide shows, race across the floor, pincers

aloft, in search of prey amid much shneking

and raising of feet.

Thapong is to Botswana what the

Pachipamwe Workshop is to Zimbabwe, but

there the similanties end. Fundamental

differences exist between the two work-

shops, particulariy in the crucial area of

organisation. Where Pachipamwe is run on

an ad hoc basis. TTiapong is managed by a

standing committee which works collec-

tively with a vision of promoting and

elevating visual art in Botswana. By
contrast, the Zimbabwean workshop

staggers from one year to the next, not only

without a permanent committee, but amidst

much recrimination, politics and finger

pointing. This aspect more than anything

else has served to make the organising of

the Pachipamwe Workshop a nightmare,

with most people who have braved it

swearing never to be involved again.

TTiapong employs a full-time co-ordinator

who is based at the National Museum and

Art Gallery in Gaberone and whose

endeavours are actively supported by that

institution. The pivotal organising functions

of TTiapong are thus firmly rooted within

and controlled by Botswana's art commu-
nity, a factor which has enabled the

workshop to more successfully resist

external manipulation than its Zimbabwean
counterpart.

TTiapong has received recognition in

Botswana for the role that it has played m
enriching visual art culture in the country

and dragging it out of the dark ages. Just

five years ago, Botswana had only a handful

of acknowledged artists while most

foreigners identified Botswana's contempo-

rary matenal culture with the curio produc-

ers who ply their wares along the line of

railway sidings at Shashe. By creating a

forum for dialogue, innovation and inquiry,

Thapong has nurtured a new generation of

young Batswana artists who are ushering in

a fresh view and awareness of contemporary

culture.

... and Murray McCartney offers some alternate

views in his opening address at the Pachipamwe
Zimsculpture Workshop Exhibition at the Alliance

Francaise in Harare

c

This opening of the Zimsculpture

Pachipamwe Exhibition gives me the

opportunity to raise a number of points

regarding the development of art and culture

here in Zimbabwe, and given the 'independ-

ent' spirit of the Pachipamwe enterprise, the

occasion is a most appropriate one.

When I wrote about last year's Pachipamwe

in the press, I was critical of what I regarded

as an under-representation of women in the

process. The criticism stands. If we are to

call attention, and I think we must, to the

way women are marginalised in other

realms of society— whether in parliament,

churches, corporate boardrooms or commu-
nity associations— I don't think we can

allow exemptions to be claimed by the

culmral sector.

There were criticisms of the 1993

Pachipamwe from other people. ..'yo//j good

fun for the participants... orgy of self-

indulgence... messy left-overs of the

party... " etc. There was, as well, talk of

Pachipamwe pursuing "the worst of

western, modernist e.xclusiveness, rooted in

the concept ofart as commodity " and a

question: "Can we afford the indulgence?"

I I i t

Can we afford the indulgence? We can't not

afford it. I don't think we have a choice. It

is less an indulgence than ifait accompli.

I have suggested that the interests and rights

of a gender analysis know no sectoral

boundaries. I now suggest that the same is

true of the market, and this should give us

equal pause for quiet consideration.

And if the Pachipamwe Workshop—
organised this time by the artists them-

selves, rather that what I called last year, the

"handmaidens' of external initiative — if

the Pachipamwe Workshop is to face the

market and deal with it honestly, then we
must ask it to reflect on one or two impor-

tant points.

Women. None? Few? Many? As organis-

ers? As artists? Remember first of all, that

the market is no respector of persons; it is



too with our sculptures and paintings: they

are dragooned into service as icons ot

exotic-ness, as souvenirs of another reahty.

To me, the Pachipamwe Workshop, and this

Zimsculpture exhibition which it has

created, is one of the few institutional

bastions which can resist and challenge that

construction of reality. And if I have

sounded a few words of caution, it is only

because I would like to see it strengthen its

resolve and effectiveness even further.

Why do I call it a bastion? First, because of

its internationalism; its disregard for either

nation or race. Nine of the twenty-two

participants here are from outside the

country. This is not Zimbabwean sculpture,

not Zimbabwean art.

Second, because it gives practical form to

the notions of collective work and the

community of knowledge; ideas cease to be

private property; we can take inspiration

from each other, as readily as we take it

from ourselves or our surroundings.

Third, because of its unambiguous

motivations. No-one hovered over the

artists and said: I need so many pieces by

such and such a date. No-one urged: I'm

having a show called 'New Directions' and

need something from you urgently. No-one

commissioned any of these items to grace a

new building or satisfy a personal whim.

f d o m

Keston Beaton,

Plant Form, in

progress at the

Pachipamwe
Workshop, 1994

essentially impersonal. It is unsentimental.

It has more interest in appearances, than in

truth; more concern for turning a coin than

for rewarding integrity. It will control you.

It will not allow you to consider the under-

represented women; or the keen learners

who may wish to break into your closed

circle and study under your wings. It will

take your self-expression, and transform it,

by some species of alchemy, into self-

interest.

And the market has another agenda. As we

know, it is international, and as such it sets

itself in a very particular relationship to art

from the South. What does it want? Not

work which is honestly to be put on a par

with that produced in America, or Denmark,

or England. Not at all. Just as our perform-

ing artists tend to be feted in the North to

the extent that they validate a Northern

notion of what is expected from Africa, so

What you see here, are the results of

irresponsibility in its true sense. It is, if you

like, above and beyond debates, or dictates.

Some may call it license. Some may,

indeed, deride it as indulgence. I prefer to

call it freedom.

I don't think the works are here to be

judged, and I have no intention ofjudging

them— certainly not in the way that a

competitive exhibition invites judgement.

They are here to show you what happens

when a group of artists get together and

create, away from the usual routines of

daily life, to stimulate both the artists'

imaginations, and the debates and discus-

sions which I have touched on.

I happen to hope that future workshops will

offer us new talents, and new surprises. And
I happen to believe that they can. It is my
challenge to artists, to ensure that they do. 19



Reviews of recent work
Students' and young artists'

exhibition, Gallery Delta,

January/February 1995
A sinking degree of confidence and

exploration makes itself felt in this exhibi-

tion. The prevailing mood is one of hope.

From this lively spectrum of young artists,

it is possible to single out a

number of painters and «—
sculptors who may make a " |

broader impact over the next

few years.

Highlights include Amanda
McKenzie's series of clay

heads, Semina Mpofu's

instrumental figures and a

large delightful surprise in the

garden. Early Bicycle, a metal

sculpture by Richard

Nyakabawo.

Semina Mpofu has a personal

version of amalgamating stone

and metal in her works.

Female Harp and Soul Music

(see Contents page). She pays

tribute to her roots, so-called

'Shona' sculpture, but marries

it to innovation, and adds

grace to whimsical distortion.

The five clay heads. Libera-

tion, Distortion, Transition,

Progression and Existence, by

Amanda McKenzie portray

changes that are affecting the community.

« t

They depict not only mythological, fictious

personalities, but also one's own experi-

ences, and possibly refiect the impatient

restlessness felt by many young artists.

Tendai Gumbo relays a personal cosmology

in her painting. Window and I, as a victim

behind glass, a kind of psycho-symbolic

prison from which the central figure peers

out bleakly in an attempt to escape, or

dangles powerlessly in its shadow. Her

graphic, mixed media monotype. Puppet,

allows us to concentrate on the expressive

potential of surface texture and pictorial

form.

In Anke Bohne's works, the viewer

is hard pressed to determine whether

the images portray angst-ridden,

ironic or autobiographical studies.

By contrast, Dylan Lloyd's draw-

ings/paintings demonstrate the belief

that "drawing is really about

precision, balance and discipline not

just representation ".

The Luis Meque influence, his way

of approaching the subject and

application of paint, is hopefully

disappearing. The young artists on

this exhibition embrace human

experiences of people, their

relationships to things, relationships

to places whether landscape or

cityscape, or portray the moral,

social concerns of this moment and

address the issues of the day. Their

work sings in celebration of colour,

light, form, and the joy of seeing and

discovering through the process of

art. HL

Tendai Gumbo,
Window and I (above)

Richard Nyakabawo,
Early Bicycle (left)

Amanda McKenzie,

Distortion (below)

Anke Bohne,

What I'm Living For
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Berry Bickle, Other,

Gallery Delta, November 1994
This exhibition of work by possibly

Zimbabwe's most provocative artist raises

many questions. It is an offer and a

challenge, an invitation and an argument

such as My Mother 's Daughter and Dress-

ing Jennifer, confront the viewer with the

stark garment worn by prisoners. They are

about the stripping away of detail in order to

find the essentials of identity, about

alienation, grief and pain. These works try

Tendai Gumbo,
Ceramic I

:*-!

n d forthcoming
that can be experienced through the

individual's encounter with the art. Berry

Bickle sees her works on paper as prelimi-

naries to the three dimensional work, yet it

is here that those who remember her fine

early paintings and drawmgs find pleasure.

Her sensitive use of line and sparingly

applied colour

in the Ibo » . .

series, capture

places and

impressions ^

with a delicate is

sureness. t

i
•» •? 7

I I I f^
1

Berry Bickle,

My Mother's

Daughter
(details)

Whereas the drawings and paintings such as

Measure of Wind and Washed Up and

Found, are poetic, the three dimensional

works are disturbing. They deal with

concepts of identity and show the artist's

willingness to experiment, to explore, to

search for meanings. They move between

different matenals and mediums, incorpo-

rating raw draughtmanship, slashed

canvases, uneven stitching, wrapped twigs,

embedded tinted nails, porcelain, wood,

metals. The palette is deliberately limited,

with many of the images surrounded by

predominantly white, raw surfaces to create

space. The line is again evident in the use

of slashing, twigs and metals.

Experiences from Mozambique, Cuba and

childhood are evoked through use of

spoons, suitcases, dresses, books. Pieces in

the suitcase series, such as Mission Box and

Case for Angels, contain tension and

humour, continuing earlier investigations

into the psychological baggage that

individuals carry. TTie dresses, in works

Z

i

-\

to step back from emotion by presenting the

bare facts. In some cases, the impact of the

work is diluted by the addition of distracting

detail.

In contrast to much that we see in Zimba-

bwe, Berry Bickle's work is not readily

accessible. Many

4 . , , * viewers are left

, , puzzled, finding it

* « hard to understand

and decode her

meanings. There

are many ideas,

^ \ % ' contradictions,

indeciferable

details. Perhaps,

3 g_ /?_ ^ in order to

communicate

V more fully, some

of these ideas

need to be

clarified and worked into a more coherent

statement. Berry Bickle's work is important

for our local art scene. It provokes discus-

sion and cuts into our complacent artistic

parochialism. BM

Annual art exhibition, Harare

Polytechnic, November 1994

Despite their small staff and minimal

resources, the Graphic and Fine Art

Department of the Harare Polytechnic (so

far Zimbabwe's only art school, is doing a

good job. This exhibition featured a wide

variety of work by students from all three

years and all disciplines. Individual style

was evident in the third year painting and

ceramics sections, particularly work by

Tendai Gumbo, Amanda McKenzie and

Stephen Rowley. There was some striking

work amongst the first years, including

figure drawings by Dylan Lloyd and Amelia

Marinova. The second year graphic design

section was outstanding, revealing a

combination of fresh ideas and professional

execution. Hopefully the publishers and

advertising companies were there to take

note of promising talent. Only the textiles

were dull. Some experimental work with a

wider range of materials, exploring the

potential they have, seems necessary. The

standard of work from Polytechnic students

overall has risen markedly and augurs well

for Zimbabwe's upcoming generation of

artists. BM

exhibitions

and events
What a load of rubbish! will be on show

at the National Gallery, Harare, at the end of

March. Proposed by the innovative

company who keep our paper, cards and T-

shirts etc. humming with good ideas. Design

Inc. this exhibition of creative recycling

may have some surprises in store for us.

Sylvia Bews-Wright, a Canadian artist

currently living in Zimbabwe, will be

showing mainly acrylics in her show, My
New Found Land, at Gallery Delta during

March. These works celebrate her feelings

for the African environment.

In March/Apnl at Gallery Delta will be an

exhibition in homage to the Spanish poet

and playwright, Lorca. The paintings by

Jesus Carlos Riosalido Gambotti,

symbolise his feelings about and under-

standing of Lorca's various works. A
production of one of the plays and live

Spanish music are planned for the Gallery

Delta amphitheatre.

BAT Workshop Students' Exhibition

at the National Gallery, Harare, in May,

provides an opportunity to spot new talent.

The workshop has produced some of

Zimbabwe's most promising young artists

including Luis Meque, Keston Beaton,

Fasoni Sibanda and Crispen Matekenya.

If you missed the exhibition at the Alliance

Francaise in December, work from the

Zimsculpture (Pachipamwe) Work-
shop will be shown at the National Gallery

in April. With their larger space, it is hoped

that the Gallery will be able to exhibit a

much wider range of the work produced, if

not all of it.

The First Johannesburg Biennale

opens on the 28th February and runs until

the 30th of April. Exhibitions and installa-

tions as well as workshops, community

events and a conference will take place at

various venues throughout the city . For

information on events you can contact the

staff of the Biennale in Johannesburg.

Tel: 27- 11-838 6407 Fax; 27- 1 1 -833 5639.
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